Large RNAs control myriad biological processes but challenge tertiary structure determination. We report that integrating multiplexed •OH cleavage analysis with tabletop deep sequencing (MOHCA-seq) gives nucleotide-resolution proximity maps of RNA structure from single straightforward experiments. After achieving 1-nm resolution models for RNAs of known structure, MOHCA-seq reveals previously unattainable 3D information for ligand-induced conformational changes in a double glycine riboswitch and the sixth community-wide RNA puzzle, an adenosylcobalamin riboswitch.
Main Text
RNAs form and interconvert between specific secondary and tertiary structures to perform a wealth of essential biological functions 1, 2 . Conventional high-resolution structure determination techniques provide critical insights into RNA behavior but are limited in throughput and are challenged by the large sizes and conformational heterogeneity of many RNAs 3 . Chemical mapping techniques, such as hydroxyl radical footprinting and SHAPE, comprise an important class of fast experiments for probing RNA structure 3 which can guide RNA structure inference with computational modeling algorithms. Nevertheless, though recent advances have enhanced the precision of chemical mapping data analysis [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , these techniques do not generally give sufficient information to model folds in three dimensions.
RNA structure modeling would benefit from pairwise information for nucleotides that are proximal in the 3D fold but not necessarily Watson-Crick base-paired.
Previously, we reported a technique for discovering such RNA tertiary contacts, termed Multiplexed hydroxyl radical (•OH) Cleavage Analysis (MOHCA) 10 . MOHCA relies on localized generation of hydroxyl radicals from sources that are randomly incorporated into the RNA backbone. These radicals cause strand scission events that are spatially correlated with the location of the radical source. Determining the sequence positions of the 5´-and 3´-ends of the resulting RNA fragments yields rich pairwise proximity information, which can be used to constrain computational modeling of the RNA. The original MOHCA protocol ('MOHCA-gel') achieved 13 Å resolution, well under the 23 Å diameter of an RNA helix, when used to model the P4-P6 domain of the Tetrahymena ribozyme 10 . However, MOHCA-gel required specially synthesized 2´-NH 2 -2´-deoxy-αthio-nucleotide triphosphates for radical source attachment and on-demand backbone scission; a customized two-dimensional gel electrophoresis setup; and radioactive labeling for the readout 10 . These factors prevented MOHCA-gel from entering routine use, despite its unique ability to resolve 3D folds for any RNA.
We hypothesized that the recent availability of tabletop deep sequencing would enable a simplified, accelerated, and higher-precision MOHCA protocol, which we term MOHCA-seq. Figure 1a shows the new workflow. After randomly incorporating 2´-NH 2 -2´-dATP during transcription and coupling to isothiocyanobenzyl-Fe(III)•EDTA (both commercially available), RNAs are folded and then fragmented by activating the Fenton reaction at the backbone-tethered Fe(III) atoms using ascorbate as a reducing agent 10 .
A pre-adenylated DNA adapter is ligated to the 3´-ends of the resulting fragments, permitting reverse transcription with primers harboring an Illumina adapter and experiment-specific barcodes 11 . Reverse transcription is terminated by the radical source or other correlated oxidative damage sites, so that the 5´-and 3´-ends of the resulting cDNA fragment report two positions that were proximal to (or coincide with) the radical source. A second Illumina adapter is then ligated to the cDNA, permitting pairedend sequencing on a standard Illumina platform 6, 7 . MAPseeker software analysis then quantifies the data and generates a pairwise proximity map (Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Unlike MOHCA-gel, MOHCA-seq does not require specially synthesized nucleotides or 2D gel electrophoresis and enables detection of previouslyinvisible double oxidative damage events. The protocol's throughput is further enhanced by its highly parallel nature, which we leveraged to coload multiple RNAs on single sequencing runs (Methods).
We first validated the MOHCA-seq protocol by applying it to a well-studied model system with known crystallographic structure, the 158-nucleotide P4-P6 domain of the Tetrahymena ribozyme 12 (Fig. 1b , Supplementary Table 1 ). Hits are visible at all known secondary structure elements, with features for each helix corresponding to radicals diffusing across the major and minor grooves ( Fig. 1b ). Furthermore, tertiary contacts, including the bend at the J5/5a hinge, the A-minor contact between the A-rich bulge and P4, and the docking of the L5b tetraloop into the J6a/6b receptor, appear as punctate features ( Fig. 1b, Supplementary Fig. 2a ). Similar features were observed when we varied the radical source incorporation rate, the nucleotide at which the radical sources Unlike prior MOHCA-gel work 10 , the signal-to-noise afforded by high-throughput sequencing enabled a single A-modified experiment to report on all crucial contacts in the RNA.
We expected these MOHCA-seq data to enable 3D computational modeling of the P4-P6 domain without crystallographic information. As in prior work, we used all data, including weak features not explained by the crystal structure (Supplementary Table 3 ), anticipating that the modeling would automatically determine the maximal subset of MOHCA-seq contacts consistent with each other and with a single fold.
Indeed, application of MOHCA-seq data as pseudo-energy constraints in the de novo FARFAR algorithm and clustering gave the model ensemble in Figure 1b (Methods, pseudo-energy potential in Supplementary Fig. 6 ). The modeling achieved a precision of 11.7 Å (automatically estimated as the all-heavy-atom RMSD required to cluster 1/6 of the lowest energy models 13 ) and an accuracy of 12.3 Å (median RMSD of top cluster members to crystal structure). The resolution was slightly better than the 13 Å accuracy of MOHCA-gel, which was achieved at substantially greater experimental expense 10 ( Supplementary Table 3 ).
After initial validation on the P4-P6 domain, we performed MOHCA-seq on three additional benchmark cases with known structures but distinct functions: the 161nucleotide ligand-binding domain of the F. nucleatum double glycine riboswitch bound to two glycines 14 , the 168-nucleotide S. thermophilum adenosylcobalamin (AdoCbl) riboswitch bound to AdoCbl 15 , and the 120-nucleotide in-vitro-evolved class I ligase 16 ( Fig. 2a-c, Supplementary Fig. 2b-d , and Supplementary Table 1 ). In all cases, secondary structures were first defined at nucleotide resolution through mutate-and-map (M 2 ) analysis (prior work 4 and Supplementary Figs. 7 and 9 ). We achieved a precision of 7.1 Å and an accuracy of 10.3 Å to the crystallographic structure 14 for the glycine riboswitch and a precision of 9.8 Å and an accuracy of 12.4 Å to the crystallographic structure 15 for the AdoCbl riboswitch (Supplementary Table 3 ). Our previous modeling for the AdoCbl riboswitch during the sixth community-wide RNA-puzzle challenge was unable to disambiguate between a range of 3D folds (http://paradise-ibmc.u-strasbg.fr/rnapuzzles/6_index.html). Here, MOHCA-seq-guided modeling converged unambiguously ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ). For the class I ligase, we achieved a precision of 8.2 Å and an accuracy of 15.4 Å to the crystallographic structure ( Fig. 2c; clusters with knots were not accepted, see Supplementary Fig. 8 and Supplementary Table 3) 16 .
Overall, our studies on four RNAs of known structure confirmed the ability of MOHCAseq to resolve folds at nanometer resolution (precisions of 7-12 Å and accuracies of 10-15 Å), including cases that challenged prior approaches.
We next sought to demonstrate the ability of MOHCA-seq to infer unsolved 3D structures by probing two test cases for which crystallographic data were not available:
the unliganded states of the glycine and adenosylcobalamin riboswitches. First, we probed the double glycine riboswitch in the absence of glycine. Previously proposed models of cooperativity 14 suggested that glycine binding would be coupled to tertiary assembly of the RNA's two domains, but previous M 2 data could only resolve secondary structure and showed no changes upon glycine binding 4 . Strikingly, MOHCA-seq data for the ligand-free riboswitch confirmed the predicted loss of inter-domain tertiary contacts ( Fig. 2d ; difference map in Supplementary Fig. 11 ) compared to the ligandbound riboswitch (Fig. 2a) . The modeling gave a heterogenous structural ensemble with no contacts between the two glycine-binding domains, supporting the prior model (Fig.   2d ).
As a second test case, we probed the ligand-free state of the AdoCbl riboswitch. Surprisingly, we observed reduction but not complete loss of MOHCA-seq hits corresponding to tertiary structure around the ligand-binding site ( Fig. 2e ; difference map in Supplementary Fig. 12 ). Modeling with the ligand-free MOHCA-seq data produced a structural ensemble whose members gave RMSDs to the ligand-bound crystal structure of 13.7 Å to 17.3 Å ( Fig. 2e, Supplementary Fig. 10c, and Supplementary Table 3 ). These data were consistent with the formation of a structure determination. We hope that the public availability of our current and future MOHCA-seq data will help accelerate these important developments.
Methods and Supplementary Information
A full description of the protocol for MOHCA-seq analysis, data set deposition IDs, Supplementary Figures 1-12 , and Supplementary Tables 1-3 The analyzed sequencing data are represented on a proximity map based on the frequency of co-occurrence of the 5´ (xaxis) or 3´ (y-axis) ends of the RNA fragments. Evidence for proximal regions of P4-P6 are provided by MOHCA-seq: (I) at the J5/5a hinge; (II) between P5c and P5a (light gray) and P5c and P4 (dark gray); (III) across the major (dark gray) and minor (light gray) grooves of P5b, (IV) between the L5b tetraloop and J6a/6b tetraloop receptor, (V) between L5c and P4, (VI) between the A-rich bulge and P4, and (VII) along the P6 helix. Some hits (white arrow) may be due to alternative conformations or radical source linker flexibility and are not represented in the crystal structure (PDB ID 1GID). Overlaid models of P4-P6 (right) are produced by de novo modeling in Rosetta, incorporating MOHCA-seq constraints along with solution hydroxyl radical footprinting and secondary structure inferred from prior mutate-and-map analysis. Models shown include cluster center (opaque, accuracy of 8.6 Å RMSD from crystal structure) and four other models from the largest cluster (translucent to show precision, 11.7 Å intra-cluster RMSD). 
